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 Introduction: The ibi research perspective
 Setting the context: Four innovation cycles in payments
 Deep dive on Instant Payments: What do customers really expect?
 Conclusions: Potential business strategies for 2018 ff.
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ibi research an der Universität Regensburg GmbH
 Founded in 1993 with the objective to improve the
knowledge transfer between academia and
business
 Applied research and advice for two industries:
financial services and retail/digital commerce
ibi research GmbH
Galgenbergstraße 25
93053 Regensburg
www.ibi.de

 Focus always on digital innovation, and always
starting with the end customer perspective
 Combine the objectivity and depth of academic
research with the experience from practical day to
day business
 More than 40 sponsoring partners: large and small
enterprises, public sector
 Ca. 20 staff members: experienced managers as
well as bright Ph.D. candidates
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Network of sponsoring ibi partners
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Payment innovations tend to start in retail business
Example e-payments



Starting point: shopping of digital and physical goods in B2C






Amazon, Ebay, iTunes,...

Transfer to other B2C and G2C services


Various subscriptions



Public services



Insurances, energy providers,...

In parallel: transfer to B2B transactions



C goods as entry points, not only in SMUs



Successive transfer to A goods and B goods
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Innovative payment methods can only be successful when
three conditions are fulfilled
Requirements
1. High convenience

Fast processing at PoS
Integration w/o process interrupts

2. High security

Process is operationally secure
Customer gets product

Retailer receives money
3. Low cost

From retailer‘s perspective
From customer‘s perspective
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Four innovation cycles in payments within 15 years
Driver

Cycle
regulator

physical PoS

e-commerce

regulator

4. Instant Payments

3. M-payments

2. E-payments

1. Starting point: SEPA
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First wave SEPA:
A European platform that no one is eager to use

A fantastic achievement in terms of innovation...
...but no one can keep such numbers in mind:
DE14700202700654937407

However, everyone has to use them:

„Aus dieser Nummer kommen Sie nicht raus!“
(„There‘s no way for you to escape this number“)
Deutsche Bundesbank
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Second wave e-payments:
Driven by growing share of B2C e-commerce


Expected development of B2C e-commerce in Germany 2016 - 2021
20%

18%

Excluding
food:

18%

>25%

14%

>20%

11%

>15%

16%
14%

12%
10%

7,3% 7,7%

8%
5,2%

6%
4%

8,3%

3,6%

4,2%

2%
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
progressives Szenario

Basisszenario

konservatives Szenario

Source: historic data from 2010 to 2015 HDE, bevh, adapted for VAT; forecast 2016ff.: calculations by ibi research 2016
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Example PayPal:
New payment methods fulfill all requirements sufficiently
Requirements
1. High
convenience

2. High security

3. Low cost

PayPal
Fast processing at
PoS

Very quick: e-mail address
and PIN

++

Integration w/o
process interrupts

Fully integrated

++

Process is
operationally secure

Perceived as sufficiently
high

+

Customer gets
product

Good balance between
customer...

++

Retailer receives
money

...and retailer

++

From retailer‘s
perspective

Close to 2% still acceptable

o

From customer‘s
perspective

No cost

++
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For payments in the internet, the „new oligarchs“ have taken
the lead in many European countries
Winners that are distant from banks
 Ebay with PayPal
 Amazon with Amazon Payments
 Apple with iTunes payment functionality

Winners that are close to banks
 Credit card providers
 Klarna/Sofort, MyBank,...
 Banks in some smaller European countries
Losers
 Banks in the majority of European countries

However, different
situations in some
European
countries/regions
such as:
Netherlands („Ideal“),
Scandinavia,
France („Carte Bleue“)
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Third wave m-payments:
Driven by customers‘ desire to go omni-channel
Customer buying process (example)

Channels

Presales
info

Check
availabilty

Get
advice

Buy

Pay

Shipment
status

Physical
Internet/Mobile
Letter/Shipment
Email
Telephone
Fax
SMS
…

Sample combination used by omnichannel customer

Possible combinations

Shipment

Complaints

Returns

Aftersales
service
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Mobile payments:
Some short definitions and technical background
M-payment methods provide
two key features:





They allow for payment
transactions via an
intelligent mobile end user
device*
They can be used at the
physical point of sale (but in
many cases also on the
internet)

Three technologies for contactless
communication between end user
devices and retail terminals:

 Optical communication via
barcode, QR code: a techology for
transition only

 NFC (near field communication):
full coverage to be expected,
therefore dominant

 BLE (bluetooth low energy):

A
useful add-on especially for
localisaton services, however not
widely spread yet

Credit cards
with NFC do
not provide
m-payment
functionality
as they are
no intelligent
devices

* Intelligent mobile end user devices have a processor, a storage, I/O capabilities with respect to the user
(display, keyboard, speech,... ) and I/O capabilities with respect to a central server network (WLAN, telephone
network,... )
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The benchmark: Apple Pay gets good ratings in all aspects
Requirements

1. High
convenience

2. High security

3. Low cost

Apple Pay
Fast processing at
PoS

Easy set-up (iTunes customer data!
& use existing credit cards)
Faster than cash in operations!

++

Integration w/o
process interrupts

Fully integrated
For physical PoS and e-commerce

Process is
operationally
secure

Fingerprint authentication
„no data collection needed“
Secure element is separate
Trusted brand name Apple

++
++

Customer gets
product

Fulfilled by definition at physical
point of sale

++

Retailer receives
money

Fulfilled through rule book set up by
Apple

++

From retailer‘s
perspective

In US, 0.15% disagio are
acceptable
(open for Europe)

+

From customer‘s
perspective

No cost

++
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A big number and variety of actors fight for the market of
consumer payments - examples
„New Oligarchs“

Telecom Suppliers

Credit card
companies

Banks
Retail business

X
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Retailers and retail customers would prefer solutions from
banks - but do not have the confidence that banks will act
Key results from an ibi research study asking experts in 2015



Retailers prefer solutions provided by banks (80%) and – with some
distance – by credit card companies (54%). Paypal scores only 35%,
Amazon 9%.



Retail customers prefer solutions form banks as well (83%), but very
closely followed by Paypal (83%) and Apple (78%)



However: When asked who will be capable of driving mobile payment
solutions, the big majority goes for Apple (95%) and Paypal (90%). Banks
score last with 17%!
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Fourth wave Instant Payments:
A short definition in line with the ECB



Obligating bank debit at the payer‘s side and credit entry at the receiver‘s
side within a few seconds (<10 sec.)



The corresponding information is instantly accessible for both parties (not
necessarily on the bank account)




The payee can instantly dispose over the amount of money



System is available at any time (24/7)

Suitable for mass payment transactions, i.e. retail payments, initially up to
EUR 15,000 Euro.
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Fourth wave Instant Payments:
Not a standalone innovation, but a development in context

SEPA has provided a
standardized and robust
European infrastructure
platform

E-payments
and m-payments have
taught people how to pay
conveniently „on the side“

Instant payments
help to agglutinate these
four developments
(„pay easily and forget“)
Intra-day shipments of
consumer goods raise
expectations regarding
immediate money
transfers

PSD2 will provide third
party access to accounts
(with a massive interest to
have non-reversable
payments)
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For the European regulator, Instant Payments are a
fantastic opportunity



On the basis of SEPA, generate real benefit that helps to convince
citizens of the value of SEPA



Stabilise and strengthen SEPA standards so that new mobile solutions
do not bypass them



Establish a European solution and reduce dependencies from the rest
of the world
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But what do retail customers, corporate customers and
public organisations want?
 Information on the ibi research study on instant payments
 Performed in the first half of 2016, published in July 2016
 More than 500 participants from Germany
•
•
•

retail customers
private sector enterprises
public sector organizations

 Sponsored by ING DiBa and van den Berg AG
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Even more than individuals, organizations face an
increasing need for Instant Payment
 How often would you have needed Instant Payments in the past?
Individuals

Organizations

Very often

3%

13 %

Often

14 %

16 %

Sometimes

29 %

25 %

Rarely

16 %

16 %

Very rarely

20 %

15 %

Never

19 %

15 %
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Private consumers do indeed consider Instant Payments as
important
„Imagine you could transfer and receive money from and on your
private current account within a few seconds, throughout entire
Europe. The transferred amount of money would instantly be available
on the bank account of the payee – in contrast to nowadays credit
transfers taking two working days, although SEPA has already been
introduced. How useful do you consider this?”
Very useful

33%

Useful

30%

Sometimes useful

33%

Not useful

2%

Not useful at all

2%

Source: ibi research 2016, n = 577 (all participants)
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However, many individuals do not actually „need“ Instant
Payments
 How often would you have needed Instant Payments as a private
person?
Very often

Often

3%

14%

Sometimes

Rarely

Very rarely

Never

n = 550 (all participants)

29%

16%

20%

19%
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The reason is the velocity or the payment guarantee of
nowadays common procedures
 Why have you hardly or never needed Instant Payments for private
matters?
(Multiple choice possible)

The velocity of current standard processes of
banks (transfers, direct debits, card payments)
is sufficient for me

63%

If I need a transaction to be instantly
processed, I use other procedures (e.g.
PayPal, express transfers)

I have not taken a closer look at Instant
Payments yet and therefore cannot
imagine its use at the moment

Other reasons

n = 300 (participants who hardly or never needed Instant Payments in the past only)

54%

6%

5%
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Especially in online retailing, Instant Payments should be
available
 Please rate generally: where should Instant Payments be
applicable?
In online retail

53%

For payments between companies
(B2B)

For payments between individuals
(P2P)

In retail stores

36%

32%

31%

29%

25%

1=imperatively applicable
493 ≤ n ≤ 519 (all participants)

28%

23%

2

3

12% 4% 3%

17%

20%

11% 4%

15% 6%

21%

16%

15%

4

5=not applicable at all
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Almost every fifth participant considers retails stores and low
value payments suited fields of application
 Which scenarios do you, as an individual, definitely consider suited
fields of application for Instant Payments?
Payments which currently demand express transfers

62 %

Settlement of accounts or rebooking (e.g. current account to money market
account between two banks)

50 %

Online purchase by individuals on a platform (e.g. eBay)

49 %

Purchase in an online shop or online marketplaces (e.g. Amazon, eBay)

46 %

Purchase of bonds

35 %

Payments to public authorities (including payments of duties)

30 %

Payments between individuals (e.g. splitting a restaurant bill)

29 %

Purchasing a car

29 %

Payment of social benefits

24 %

Low value purchases over the counter (e.g. coffee shops, bakeries)

19 %

Spontaneous donations

18 %

Purchases in local stores (supermarket, drugstore, department store)

18 %

Purchasing houses

15 %
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Participants want banks and savings banks to be the
interface
 Which provider would you trust to handle Instant Payments?
Credit institutions (banks, savings banks)

79%

Credit card companies
(e.g. MasterCard, Visa)

Internet companies (e.g. Amazon,
Google, PayPal, Amazon,
Facebook)
Telecommunications companies
(e.g. Telekom, Vodafone)

49%

9%

5%

19%

19%

Trade associations and trading companies 4% 14%
(e.g. HDE, EDEKA, REWE)
437 ≤ n ≤ 450 (all participants)

16%

1=fully agree

37%

25%

22%

32%

24%

36%

2

26%

3

4

3%

9% 3%

25%

19%

20%

5=completely disagree
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This is why customers like to communicate and trigger
payments over their bank
 When privately shopping online or wanting to send money to
individuals, how would you like an Instant Payment transaction to
be designed?
(Multiple choice possible)

I would like to use online banking by my bank

86%

I would like to use the smartphone app
by my bank

65%

I would like to use a smartphone app by
another provider

19%

I would like to use another provider
authorized to access my online banking
by me
Other

n = 447 (all participants)

14%

3%
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Companies and public sector organizations are not averse
to Instant Payments
 Is your organization interested in sending money instantly within
the EU, so that the payee can instantly dispose over it?

Yes, we would really like to use it

27%

Yes, this would be considerable for our organization

No

n = 289 (all organizations)

Especially big companies show
increased interest!

50%

23%
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Half of the organizations think there is need for action in
short and medium term
 How do you assess the impact of Instant Payments on your
organization?
We are watching the development of the subject

I do not see any need for action in our
organization. Instant payment is irrelevant
for us
I see need for action in a long-term frame for
our organization, within 3-5 years from now

24%

11%

16%

I see need for action in a medium-term frame
for our organization, within the next 1-2 years
from now
I see need for action in our company right now

n = 333 (all organizations)

30%

20%

Especially big companies see
need for action instantly or in a
medium-term time frame.

© ibi research
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Only few organizations have never faced the demand for
Instant Payments
 How often has your organization faced the need for Instant Payments in
the past?
Very often

Often

13%

16%

At times

Rarely

Very rarely

Never

n = 416 (all organizations)

25%

16%

15%

15%

Less than a tenth of all big
companies never faced the
need for Instant Payments in
the past.
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However many companies consider the current velocity
sufficient
 Why have you never or hardly needed Instant Payments within your
organization?
(Multiple choice possible)

The velocity of current standards of banks
(transfers, direct debits and card payments) is
sufficient

71%

If I need a transaction to be processed instantly, I
use other procedures (e.g. PayPal, express
transfer)

33%

Our customers and suppliers would not use it

10%

Our products are not suited for it

10%

I have not taken a closer look at Instant Payment
and therefore cannot imagine its use at the
moment
Other reasons
n = 184 (only organizations who needed instant payment hardly or never in the past)

3%

8%
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The mayority of organizations do not see a need for an
upper limit of payments
 According to your opinion, should there be an upper limit for individual
payments?*
15% thereof expect an individually
determinable upper limit

39%

61%

Yes

18% thereof expect a higher
upper limit than the current
EUR 15,000

No

Only one fifth of participants
consider a limit of EUR 15,000
appropriate

!

n = 295 (all organizations)
*)At the moment, the upper limit of payments is settled at EUR 15,000; ref. EPC: Maximum Amount for Instructions under the SCT Inst Rulebook for public consultation
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Companies would also like to use Instant Payments for
transferring large sums
Which scenarios do you consider useful applications of Instant
Payments?
As payee

As payer

Payments which currently demand express
transfers

Payments which currently demand express
transfers

Payments of less solvent debtors

Use of discounts for payees

Cash-Concentration/Cash-Pooling

Payments to official authorities (including
payment of duties)

Use of discounts for payers

Transferring large sums

Transferring large sums

Everyday payments from business to
business
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From all points of view, the expenditure of adaption is the
biggest challenge
Which do you, as a payee, consider the three biggest benefits and
disadvantages of Instant Payments solution in your organization?
Advantages

Disadvantages

Instant receipt of payments

Adjusting internal IT-Systems (ERP-,
accounting systems)

No risk due to instant execution of
payments

Integrating Instant Payment processes into
existing processes

Faster processing

Legal certainty of processes

Which do you, as a payer, consider the three biggest benefits and
disadvantages of an Instant Payment solution in your organization?
Advantages

Disadvantages

Instant payment upon delivery

Adjusting internal IT-Systems (ERP-,
accounting systems)

Shorter disposition time frames

Integrating Instant Payment processes into
existing processes

Improved planning of liquidity

Legal certainty of processes
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Participants expecially lay confidence in internet companies
to push Instant Payments forward within the next years
 Consider the following organizations. Which of those do you trust
to push forward the issue of Instant Payments within the next
years?
Internet companies (e.g. Apple, Google,
PayPal, Amazon, Facebook)

47%

Credit card companies (e.g. MasterCard, Visa)

24%

Credit institutions (banks and savings banks)

European Central Bank, EU Commission

Trade associations and trading companies
5%
(e.g. HDE, EDEKA, REWE)

18%

36%

23%

30%

24%

22%

21%

33%

22%

1=trust a lot

12% 7%4%

47%

26%

Telecommunications companies
9%
(e.g. Telekom, Vodafone)

355 ≤ n ≤ 371 (all
participants)

29%

2

16%

28%

3

4

3%

12% 4%

21%

30%

8%

10%

13%

15%

5= do not trust at all
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Selected quotes: participants have a chance to speak up
 „Instant Payments will only prevail, if…“
„… the solution is well
thought through. The
velocity, safety and usability
in every day routines have
to deliver an added value.“

„… there is a standardized
and uniform solution of all
German banks/savings
banks.“

„... there is a solution for the integration into
application environment of banks. And if those are
able to support transactions 24/7 without having to
invest huge sums or upping the operation costs
massively.“

„... everyone participates
within the SEPA zone.“

„… the EU sets a
deadline, comparable
with its approach to
SEPA.“
„… the payment process is
cost effective, simple and
legally certain.“
„… the market really needs it
and it is not only demanded by
the EU.“

„… the process is easy and
also understandable for elderly
people. It has to be supported
by banks and financial
institutions, the handling has to
be uncomplicated and data
security has to be provided.“
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Selected quotes: Make a wish!
 You are lucky: the payment fairy grants you a wish. What do you wish for?
„4 weeks of holidays before the
Instant Payment projects start“

„That the people who deal with the
topic have a clue of it.“

„Sometimes I wish to travel
back in time before 2006. But
never has my work been more
interesting.“

„Less different and more
uniform (standardized)
procedures, which therefore are
way more cost-effective for
users and providers.“

„All account holders
instantly have the possibility
to use safe, free Instant
Payments all over the
globe.“
„Banks should finally set a
standard in Germany. If a service
provider is able to reach big
market shares by offering
payment with smartphones, the
topic will become an immediate
success. It will become a German
standard within 2 to 3 years, refer
to Scandinavia.“

„Two uniform but competitive
Instant Payment solutions in
Europe, so that competition
pushes performance further.“
„The payments field should concentrate on
solving real problems, like the functionality
of online-banking and the same- or next-day
processing of SEPA transfers within the
Eurozone. On the availability of customer
service of banks (no long waiting for
answers by call-centers) and on welltrained employees.“
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Instant payments will be implemented faster than what
many people expect
Majority of stakeholders want them...


Regulator: sees them as a fantastic
opportunity



Retail and corporate customers: see
various benefits, to a higher or lower
degree



Banks, PSPs and ACHs: are afraid of
implementation costs (but depending on
business model)

... and implementation is technically
feasible


There are various implementations around
the world (however, smaller and with a lower
complexity)



There are interim solutions available so that
core banking systems don‘t have to move to
real-time engines

Our forceast
 Sufficient number
of actors will see
a business case
 Operation will
probably start in
2018
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And what will be the role that banks will play?


In a number of countries, banks are running behind with attractive front
end solutions (e.g. to link customer and retailer at the PoS).




Banks would have the capabilities to come up with appropriate solutions.



This could lead to a further marginalisation of banks – being a processor
in the background, not benefitting from customer earnings at the
frontend.

However, their conservative culture plus industry-internal competition
may prevent them from making use of their strengths.
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Flavors of Fast & business case ideation
Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments
Marijke Koninckx | Conny Dorrestijn
15 November 2016

Today
• ‘Absolutely Fabulous’

• Flavors of Fast
• Lessons Learned
• SME scenarios

• The perfect storm
• The floor is yours

Flavors of Fast – the Third Edition

2014

2015

2016

Highlights

Flavors of Fast – Key Findings 2016

Lessons to be learned – so far…
1

The uptime dilemma

2

De-bulking

3

Measuring SLAs

4

Real-time risk & fraud

5

Increase hits on account systems

6

Alias support

7

To debit or not to debit

Scenarios and
ideation
Creating value for the SME customer

Drivers for immediate payments
• More than half of the schemes are regulation based
– 1. payments modernisation or systemic reasons (UK, Nigeria, Brazil)
– 2. innovation and customer protection (Singapore, Australia, EU)
– 3. financial inclusion (China, India, Brazil)

• Commercial opportunities
– Sweden – clients demanding more instantaneous payments
– South Korea – initiative by Korean Financial Telecommunications Clearing

• Drivers for SME to embrace immediate
– Instant guarantee of funds at worst; instant receipt of funds at best
– No need to join a (costly) card scheme or eCommerce platform – fees!

– Integrated data: loading bills, receipts, invoices, routing for delivery busineses etc.
– Bank-friendly: all benefits of security and fraud protection under bank regulation

SME cases
More plans than
cases to date; more
B2B and C2B bank
potential than in
B/C2C, and that is
why we talk about it
here!

P2P – C2B – B2B – B2C
Brief grid to read later ….
P2P

C2B

•
•
•

•
•
•

Mostly via mobile
Account number or proxy
Immediate confirmations and funds posted

Inda IMPS – multiple channels mobile, web,
ATM, branch
Mexico – underbanked with proxy for greater
access

POS to (online) merchant or bill payment
Mostly via phone as P2P
Opportunity for value add with data

Singapore FAST – direct debits
Sweden – full country coverage, turning cash off
in shops and cafés

B2B

B2C

•

Value: instant plus remittance data: STP,
reconciliation and delivery – instant
commerce

•

Few but promising examples: insurance
pay-outs, social benefits, refunds and
(day)wages, payday lending

•
•

Brazil – SITRAF uptake mainly B2B
UK – success, limit raised to 150,000 GBP
for business use

•

Denmark Straksclearing – eCommerce
returns and insurance payouts

US – The Clearing House initiative
• Private sector initiative
• Testing, live as of 2017
• TCH is the rail; the banks build the apps
• Especially apt for smaller banks: service
based

• SME case:
– NY daily deliveries

– Cash on board: target
– Reduce reconciliation friction in supply
chain, reduce time and cost
– Pre-buffer invoices in the ‘live’ route

– Goods delivered, payment made,
invoice received - paperless

Netherlands – Dutch Payment Association
•

Build stage, 2019 pilot

•

Scheme demanded by banks and
business clients – same business day
clearing does not solve weekend and
holiday issues

•

Dutch customer used to same/next day
clearing

•

Scheme no limits on speed and value

• SME ideation:
– Instant settlement and full STP in
highly complex time pressured
area where time and physical
logistics collide: flower exchange
– Everyone is an eCommerce
player: instant bank payments on
Kings Day – prevent system failure
on ATM and make safe and
cashless place

Singapore FAST – RBS
• Singapore FAST live since 2014
• Aim: improve interbank funds transfer
from 3 days to instant
• Checking, savings and credit and
debit accounts

• SME case:
– Trade association with 200 travel
agents in 100 countries
– Debtor management issue: tickets
issued once payment received end
customer
– Agent initiates a FAST credit transfer
or FAST direct debit
– Travel association initiates a FAST dd
for each ticket: immediate issuance
– Reduction in manual credit monitoring,
ease of tracking, no bank guarantee
fees, higher customer satisfaction &
more repeat bookings

UK Faster Payments – Barclays PingIT
• Live since 2008
• In major innovation stage – value
add with contextual data

• SME case:
– Barclays PingIt – proxy based
instant payments phone to phone
– Under UK FP available to all UK
banking customers
– High uptake in P2P but
– SME: accidental labour like
decoration, cleaning etc. – project
based delivery/work with many
different parties
– 2015 Zapp collaboration: now
available at POS in shops and
online commerce

Undisclosed ideation – nursery app
• Undisclosed party in scheme that goes
live in 2017
• Well advanced B2C and B2B idea

• SME case:
– Full circle ecosystem app for a
nursery business
– Challenges:


Small quantity ordering of fresh goods
and tight delivery schedules
 Fragmented and hourly based billing to
parents
 Was long receivables cycle and
immediate billing cycles – Now: instant
receipt of parent payments
 App added value: scheduling for
parents, calendar hour entry and
planning
 Early testing in closed community
shows major increase in loyalty
towards bank who hosts the app and
more clients going to bank through
nursery network

The perfect storm:
INSTANT is the new norm
OPEN is the only channel
CONTEXT is king

Immediate & Open API – the new banking
eco system

Channel reset
Customers choose
how they interact
with you: direct,
indirect, via app
store

Customer
acquisition
New customers
through new channels
and new loyalty

Instant & Now
Innovate faster
& cheaper
Embrace fintech
community; disrupt
yourself before
being disrupted

App banking is here
to stay; regulation or
society driven.
APIs are a must to
deliver value around
real-time

Open & Instant – the perfect storm

3rd party
applications

3rd party
applications

Public API

Public API
Public API

3rd party
applications

Public API

3rd party
applications
Public API
3rd party
applications

3rd party
applications

Contextual Apps

Public API
Public API

Open Banking/PSD2

Instant Payments

An API First Ecosystem
3rd party
appl.

3rd party
applications

Customer/corporate channel

API Gateway

API

Public API

API

Public API

API

API

3rd party
appl.

Open Access

API

Core Banking Broker

Monitoring

API

Core
Banking

API

Open Payments

API

API

API

Visibility

API

API

Winning or Losing out – take aways
• Accept it: instant is an irreversible societal standard for everything.
• Don’t wait till ‘season four’ – start ideating today
– Work bottom up from major pains in SME up to delight for ultimate loyalty – in that
order!

– Set up small scale reference and consumer groups
– Consider cloud based service vendors – if small, join a number of banks and
approach the vendors together

• Don’t wait till the regulator forces you – this is an opportunity for the
instant economy
• Don’t listen to sceptics:”where is the business case”?
– This is a ‘staying in business’ case

• Combine open banking with immediate for a real contextual experience
• This is a bank game – the floor and opportunity are yours!

More reading and inspiration
On electronic payments for SME | The Fed
https://fedpaymentsimprovement.org/wp-content/uploads/small-business-toolkit.pdf

Deloitte | real-time payments are changing the reality of payments
http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/strategy/us-cons-real-time-payments.pdf

FIS | Flavors of Fast
https://www.fisglobal.com/-/media/FISGlobal/Files/Report/Flavours_Of_Fast.pdf

Lipis Advisors | global payment system analysis
http://lipisadvisors.com/gpsa/

Bobsguide
www.bobsguide.com

Finextra
www.finextra.com

Coffee break & networking

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 15th November 2016

Feeling the pulse of instant payments
Moderator:
Hansjörg Nymphius, Advisor to the Board, Euro Banking Association
Panellists:
Conny Dorrestijn, VP Global Payments Marketing, FIS
Marijke Koninckx, Product Marketing Manager, FIS
Prof. Dr. Hans-Gert Penzel, Managing Partner, ibi research

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 15th November 2016

Closing remarks
Hansjörg Nymphius
Advisor to the Board
Euro Banking Association

Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments, 15th November 2016

For any comments or questions, please contact us at
instant_payment_forum@abe-eba.eu
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